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Abstract

Accurate simulations of metal under heavy shocks, leading to fragmenta-
tion and ejection of particles, can not be achieved by simply hydrodynamic
models and require to be performed at atomic scale using molecular dynam-
ics methods. In order to cope with billions of particles exposed to short range
interactions, such molecular dynamics methods need to be highly optimized
over massively parallel supercomputers. In this paper, we propose to leverage
Adaptive Mesh Refinement techniques to improve efficiency of molecular dy-
namics code on highly heterogeneous particle configurations. We introduce
a series of techniques that optimize the force computation loop using multi-
threading and vectorization-friendly data structures. Our design is guided by
the need for load balancing and adaptivity raised by highly dynamic particle
sets. We analyze performance results on several simulation scenarios, such
as the production of an ejecta cloud from shock-loaded metallic surfaces, us-
ing a large number of nodes equipped by Intel Xeon Phi Knights Landing
processors. Performance obtained with our new Molecular Dynamics code
achieves speedups greater than 1.38 againt the state-of-the-art LAMMPS
implementation.

Keywords: Molecular Dynamics, Micro-Jetting, AMR, MPI, OpenMP,
Shockwave.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations open up interesting per-
spectives in understanding the behaviour of condensed matter under shock [1].
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This approach is complementary to and offers several advantages over the
classical continuum approaches such as hydrodynamics [2]. In particular, it
overcomes any mesh effect while allowing any physics model but the models
describing the inter-atomic interactions.

MD simulations involve N-body computations that provide the properties
of a system made of particles by numerically solving the Newton’s equation
of motion during several timesteps: Fi = mi.ai with Fi the forces applied on
the particle i, and mi and ai respectively the mass and the acceleration of
the particle i. Forces applied on a particle are derived from the interactions
with other particles modeled by a given potential Fi=−∇Ui, Ui being the
potential energy. In practice, potential is either computed by analytical
formula or interpolated from tabulated values [3].

In this paper, we mainly focus on short-range interactions, where the in-
fluence of neighboring particles is neglected beyond a given cut-off distance
rcut. For simple materials such as noble gases, these interactions are modeled
by pair potentials such as the Lennard-Jones potential (LJ) [4], the Morse
potential [5] or the Exponential-six potential [6]. The Lennard-Jones poten-
tial (LJ) is usually used as a standard benchmark for MD codes due to its low
computation cost. For metal materials, the Embedded Atom Model poten-
tial (EAM) or the Modified EAM (MEAM) potential [7] are more accurate,
but require more computation cycles.

In theory, computing the potential for a given particle P should only in-
volve the subset of particles included in a sphere of radius rcut centered in P .
However, given that particles can move at each simulation timestep, deter-
mining such a subset for each particle P is costly. To save computing cycles,
MD simulations use algorithms which approximate these subsets by consid-
ering super-sets containing more particles than those included in the rcut
sphere. Two well-known techniques are used by most existing MD software:
the linked cells method [8], and the Verlet lists method [9]. The linked cells
method maintains neighbor lists for each particle at each timestep with a
complexity of O(n). The Verlet lists method extends the linked cells method
by using a greater radius (the Verlet radius) to catch a larger neighborhood.
This decreases the rate at which the lists must be refreshed.

Designing highly efficient MD simulations over parallel hardware has been
a hot research topic for decades. These efforts have led to efficient and scal-
able software codes such as LAMMPS [10] or Gromacs [11]. Recently, these
codes have evolved to cope with the evolution of supercomputers architec-
tures towards an increasing number of cores per node, the expanding width of
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vector registers and the usage of non-uniform memory architectures. Current
implementations of MD codes typically exploit three levels of parallelism by
using a hybrid MPI+X (e.g. MPI+OpenMP) programming model together
with carefully designed vector-friendly data structures. Despite these efforts,
current parallelization techniques struggle with MD simulations involving
large temporal variations in particle density over the simulation domain. For
instance, when a material is under extreme conditions (pressure, tempera-
ture, deformation, shock, etc.) and is subject to micro-jetting or dislocation,
the atom density becomes highly heterogeneous and large parts of the sim-
ulation domain suddenly become empty. In such cases, existing MD codes
typically exhibit significant overhead. Moreover, their efficiency is reduced
due to the sparse nature of many cells, limiting opportunities of exploiting
vector capabilities of modern processors.

To compensate for such inhomogenous particle distributions, we intro-
duce Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) techniques [12, 13] into MD simula-
tions. AMR is a well-known technique used in many fields to cope with such
physical phenomena. It consists in dynamically adapting the mesh to better
capture heterogeneity. AMR was first introduced in hydrodynamics simu-
lations in order to reduce the computation time by refining the discretized
domain (grid) where the points need to be spaced to keep their stability
properties [13]. AMR is currently used in a large amount of software [14]
for various physical problems such as astrophysics with Enzo [15] or to solve
PDE with Chombo [16].

This paper introduces an efficient hybrid MPI/OpenMP parallelization
taking advantage of AMR data structures to efficiently cope with highly dy-
namic MD simulations by reducing the imbalance between the threads and
MPI processes. We leverage our previous work, based on the use of AMR
techniques [17] to improve memory locality, multi-threading parallelism and
we address the division of the domain simulation into subdomains assigned
to the MPI processes. We demonstrate that the introduction of AMR tech-
niques does not add overhead to communications between nodes. We also
extend our task dependency graph to cope with irregular subdomain pattern.
We validate our approach using an extended implementation of the ExaS-
TAMP [18] MD simulator over a cluster of 512 Intel R© Xeon Phi Knight
Landing (KNL). We use different input configurations and show that our ap-
proach outperforms state-of-the-art solutions while using a similar memory
footprint.

The main contributions of this paper are the following:
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• We introduce a new MD simulation code using AMR techniques able
to efficiently exploit modern supercomputers;

• We present a task-based dependency graph strategy for AMR in or-
der to optimize thread-based parallelization and an MPI parallelization
strategy adapted to the AMR structure;

• We evaluate our implementation of the AMR using large scale production-
cases and traditional benchmarks.

This paper is structured as follows. In the next Section, we briefly recall
the main concepts used in MD and AMR based applications then we describe
the main contribution of the presented work. We validate the relevance of
our approach in Section 3 by comparing our implementation with state-of-
the-art software on several benchmarking scenarios. We present related work
in Section 4, and dress concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. ADAPTIVE MESH REFINEMENT FOR MOLECULAR DY-
NAMICS SIMULATIONS

Traditional cell-based methods can hardly cope with highly-dynamic MD
simulations because they were not designed to handle huge disparities of par-
ticle density across the simulation domain. We thus propose to use AMR-
based techniques to recursively subdivide the simulation domain into trees
of cells, the leaves of which may be of different volumes, depending on some
application-specific refinement criteria. The overall idea is to end up with
small cells only where it is necessary (e.g. high density of particles), and to
deal with large cells in the low density areas. We now present the most rele-
vant features of this approach that aims at achieving high hardware efficiency
as well as dynamic load balancing.

2.1. Introducing AMR in MD Simulations

As depicted in Figure 1, in our AMR-based architecture, the simulation
domain is divided into subdomains using the spatial domain decomposition
method [10] and the subdomains are distributed among MPI processes. As
a rule of thumb, simulations spawn one MPI process per multicore node, but
other deployment schemes are possible. Unlike classic linked cells methods
that split subdomains into a grid of cells, our approach splits subdomains
into grids of multiple octrees called forests of octrees.
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Figure 1: MD software architecture adapted for AMR (2D). Particles are
distributed over a number of subdomains. Each subdomain is in turn de-
composed into octree cells.

Octrees are refined using an algorithm that depends on MD-specific cri-
teria. The chosen criteria may depend on the number of particles per cell
weighted by the cost of the used potential. Other criteria can be implemented
according to the numerical specificities of the simulation. In 3D, each cell
is recursively divided into 8 subcells of the same size, until the refinement
criteria are met. The refinement must be stopped before getting the size of
subcells smaller than the Verlet radius.

In each octree, the atoms’ information are stored in a structure of arrays
into the root cell, in order to maximize the effectiveness of compiler vector-
ization. Particles are sorted by their Cartesian positions (Morton index [19])
and the leaf cells correspond to contiguous sections of these arrays. During
the computation of the potential energy, all the particles of an octree are
processed within an OpenMP task. In other words, each octree is processed
in a sequential way. Such an octree traversal strategy has proven to be very
effective both on static and dynamic test cases on multicore KNL and Intel R©
Xeon Skylake(SKL) platforms [17].

To achieve maximal performance a tradeoff must be found between the
number of octrees per MPI process (i.e. the more octrees, the more par-
allelism) and the size of octrees (i.e. small octrees do not exploit caches
enough). Thus, at initialization time, we first evaluate the size of the small-
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est leaf cell, and then we try to determine a “good root cell size”. This
algorithm therefore searches for the optimal maximum depth of the octrees,
called Dmax. For this purpose it uses several parameters that are mainly the
Verlet radius, the minimum number of octrees over the entire domain and
the maximum number of atoms per Verlet cell.

2.2. Inner-node parallelization

Inside each MPI process, we have developped two OpenMP paralleliza-
tion strategies to process octrees forests over multicore hardware. The first
strategy is based on a task dependency graph to limit the number of threads
synchronization: octrees are processed in “waves” in such a way that neighbor
octrees are never processed at the same time. This strategy is particularly
well-suited when the number of octrees to process is very high with respect to
the number of cores. An octree corresponds to an OpenMP task in the graph.
When the number of octrees is too low, we opt for a second strategy, which
uses a more synchronous approach. The overall loop that iterates on the list
of octrees is parallelized using the omp for construct. Since all octrees can
potentially be executed at the same time, additional thread synchronizations
are needed when updating particles.

In both strategies, octrees are sequentially processed to optimize the
caches reuse by a cache blocking effect and to obtain sufficient workload
to be able to create tasks.

2.2.1. Task-based dependency graph

To take advantage of the symmetric properties of most potentials (third
Newton’s law: Fi→j =- Fj→i with Fi→j the force applied by the particle i on
the particle j), the forces applied between two particles are computed once
for the first particle, and then reported to the second particle. This reduces
the computation cost of the simulation but generates costly thread synchro-
nizations (e.g. use of mutexes) to ensure that two particles are not updated
at the same time. To address this problem, we have introduced an adapta-
tion of the wave method [20, 17]. Octrees are processed in successive waves
in such a way that two adjacent octrees are never processed simultaneously.
This is illustrated in Figure 2, where octrees are classified on 4 waves (8 in
3D) blue, yellow, green and orange. Octrees with Dmax > 0 are processed
wave by wave. This ensures that a particle processed by a thread is not in
the neighborhood of any other particle processed by another thread. if Dmax

= 0, there is no AMR structure and we fall back to a classical system of linked
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Figure 2: 2D representation of a subdomain of the MD simulation. The
atoms are distributed into the octrees themselves included into octrees with
Dmax = 1.

cells method. In this particular case, the number of waves may be higher,
particularly because of the potential used. For example, the need to have
access to neighbors’ neighbours greatly increases the number of waves. It
should be noted that, unlike the more traditional task blocking method [21],
our wave method guarantees a number of waves equal to 8 if Dmax > 0. A
straighforward approach consists in generating an OpenMP parallel loop for
each wave because all tasks in the same wave can be concurrently performed
without any conflict. In this case, there is always an efficiency loss at the end
of each parallel loop due to the OpenMP barrier between two waves. But
this method does not require to process waves in a specific order.

A solution to relax synchronizations is to overlap the execution of con-
secutive waves while enforcing some dependencies between neighbor octrees.
This can be implemented by explicitly generating an OpenMP task graph.
The construction of this graph is based on the use of dependencies between
tasks with respect to their spatial location (see Figure 3). The waves are
generated sequentially, but their executions can overlap. Indeed the execu-
tion of an octree belonging to the nth wave can start as soon as each adjacent
octree belonging to a preceding wave has been processed.

2.2.2. Loop Parallelization

The task graph parallelization method exhibits high efficiency as long as
the number of ready tasks is large enough to feed the cores of the underlying
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Figure 3: Task dependency graph in 2D. Octrees are classified into 4 waves (8
in 3D), octrees classified in the wave (n)n≥1 are unlocked by specific octrees
in the wave (n− 1)n≥1. In this case, a dependency between octrees 3 and 7
is added to avoid that both running at the same time.

architecture. One solution to increase the number of tasks is to artificially
reduce Dmax. However, coping with small octrees usually has a negative im-
pact on parallel overhead and cache usage. The second solution is to fall back
to the simultaneous execution of all octrees using an OpenMP parallel loop.
In this case, thread synchronizations are mandatory to preserve particle data
integrity. When the number of tasks is still insufficient for both solutions,
the last possibility is to iterate with OpenMP parallel loop on the leaf cells
of the octrees.

2.3. Inter-node parallelization

As mentioned at the beginning of Section 2.1, the simulation domain
is divided into subdomains, each subdomain being assigned to a single MPI
process. There is generally a one-to-one mapping between the MPI processes
and the cluster nodes. This allows our fine-grain OpenMP parallelization
approach to fully tap into the potential of the underlying shared-memory
architecture. Moreover, it also keeps the number of MPI processes as small
as possible in order to decrease the communication cost between nodes.

Since not all neighbors of a given particle are stored locally, our approach
uses the well-known ghost cells technique to grab information about missing
particles. This approach is further described in the following subsection. In
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Section 2.3.2 we present how octrees are redistributed among MPI processes
when load balancing is required.

2.3.1. Ghost Communications

Octree

Cell

Cell Edge

PACK

Exchange

UNPACK

Octree Ghost

DOMAIN A DOMAIN BGhost from A

sendBuffer recieveBuffer

Figure 4: Update of a portion of the ghost octrees of domain B by domain
A. In order to minimize particle transfer, only the leaf cells of the data on
the border of the domain A are selected (green).

We use ghost cells around each subdomain to cache information about
particles located on the border of neighbor subdomains. Such cells, which
correspond to leaf cells on neighbor subdomains, do not necessarily have the
same size, as illustrated on Figure 4.

Updating ghost cells requires data exchanges between nodes implemented
by MPI Send/Recv communications. To speed up communications, buffers
are assembled in parallel. Ghost cells are packed concurrently into send
buffers (Figure 4). To avoid the usage of locks, the memory destination of
each cell into a given buffer is precalculated. A similar approach is used on
the receiving side to unpack ghost cells.

In contrast with the traditional approach where all the ghost cells have
the same size (i.e. determined by the Verlet radius), our AMR approach
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transfers cells of bigger size, and thus transfers unneeded sets of particles that
are actually located too far from the border of their subdomain. However,
bigger-size cells do not contain large amount of particles, and transferring
contiguous blocks of potentially unneeded particles has proven more effective
than filtering particles to transfer only parts of some cells.

2.3.2. Partitioning

OCTREE

Sub Domain

Leaf Cell

Z curve

Figure 5: The simulation domain is partitioned into different subdomains
that can be of any topological shape.

To evenly distribute the workload among all MPI processes, a computa-
tional weight is evaluated for each octree based on the number of particles,
their type, their depth inside the octree, the potentials used, etc. As il-
lustrated in Figure 5, each process is in charge of a set of cells forming a
contiguous space of arbitrary topological shape.

The possibility of using subdomains of arbitrary shape provides more
flexibility when partitioning the global domain into subdomains of equiva-
lent computational load. The set of weighted octrees is used as an input to
the Zoltan [22] partitioning library. The next section presents evaluations
obtained using various partitioning techniques such as Shift method, Recur-
sive Coordinate Bisection (RCB), Recursive Inertial Bisection (RIB), Space
Filling Curving (SFC) and ParMetis.
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3. EVALUATION

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we present a performance
study using two test cases: a stable bulk copper configuration, and a micro-
jetting simulation. This will allow us to compare the performance of our
implementation in ExaSTAMP (called AMR) with LAMMPS and with a
non-AMR version of ExaSTAMP. Like LAMMPS, the non-AMR version uses
a classical linked cell method combined with Verlet lists.

In this paper, we report on the performance of our MPI+OpenMP paral-
lelization strategy, as well as on the associated load balancing mechanisms.
Additional performance details about the inner-node optimizations (C++
internal structures, memory footprint, caches usage and vectorization) are
presented in [17].

3.1. Experimental Framework

To validate the relevance of our approach, we evaluate the performance of
our implementation against the LAMMPS package on the two selected test
cases. LAMMPS is one of the most relevant classical MD simulators designed
for parallel computers. It has proved to perform efficiently on benchmarks
featuring several billions of atoms over tens of thousands cores. Although the
standard LAMMPS version is parallelized using MPI, many packages have
been developped to integrate thread parallelization such as USER-OMP or
USER-INTEL. The KOKKOS package has also been integrated to optimize
LAMMPS on accelerators (KNL and GPU). Load balancing can be performed
by using either the shift method [23] or the recursive coordinate bisection
[24] (RCB) one. Despite specific optimizations for Intel KNL processors,
our experiments revealed that the OpenMP version of LAMMPS remains
10 to 15% slower than the full-MPI version [25]. We have notably used the
following Kokkos-runtime flags recommended by LAMMPS documentation:
mpirun -np nbMPI executable -k on t nbThread -sf kk -pk kokkos newton on
neigh half comm no -in in.lj with newton on to use third newton law, neigh
half to store a pairwise interaction in one neighbors list and comm no to use
non-threaded communication.

To avoid overloading figures with uninstructive plots, we retained the
hybrid version of LAMMPS in our experiments because it was the most
efficient one on our target configuration.

All our experiments were run on a machine consisting of 512 KNL pro-
cessors featuring 68 cores with a frequency of 1.4 Ghz. Note that 4 cores
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(per processor) are dedicated to for the operating system leaving 64 cores
per node for user applications. Each core has a 2-wide out-of-order pipeline
with support for 4 hardware threads and 512-bit vector units.

The remaining of this section is organized as follows. The first phase
of our experiments consists in evaluating the performance of the two ver-
sions of ExaSTAMP against LAMMPS. We use two different test cases: the
simulation of a bulk of copper (Subsection 3.2), which is a steady state con-
figuration, and the simulation of a micro-jetting of tin (Subsection 3.3) which
represents a more dynamic configuration. Both test cases use the Lennard
Jones (LJ) potential. This potential is widely used to benchmark MD codes.
Due to its low computational cost, the LJ potential highlights performance
issues of non-computational parts of the code such as theards synchroniza-
tions, memory accesses or MPI communications.

In a second phase, we demonstrate the benefits of our approach on a more
realistic test case featuring the Modified Embedded Atom Model (MEAM)
potential on the micro-jetting configuration (Subsection 3.4). Although MEAM
is rarely used in benchmarks due to its very high computational cost, it is
one of the best potentials regarding the modelling of interactions between
metallic atoms. Unfortunately, LAMMPS does not include an analytical im-
plementation of MEAM, so only comparisons between our two versions of
ExaSTAMP are reported.

3.2. Bulk of Copper

The first benchmark illustrated in Figure 6 consists in simulating 100
timesteps (∆t = 1fs) of a bulk material featuring 2.048 and 16.348 billion of
atoms in thermodynamic equilibrium. This simulation has many properties
such as an homogeneous density, which also remains constant throughout
the whole duration of the simulation. The bulk of copper is obtained by
replicating an atom pattern named lattice. A Face Centered Cubic (FCC)
lattice of 3.54Å is used with a suitable LJ potential (ε = 9.340 x 10−20 J
and σ = 2.27 Å). For each atom, 39 interactions with neighboring atoms are
processed due to the 5.68 Å cut-off and the symmetric property of the LJ
potential. A Verlet radius of 0.3 Å is added to avoid rebuild Verlet lists.
Such a homogeneous case is not a configuration able to demonstrate the
advantages of AMR in MD simulations, and we merely expect ExaSTAMP
AMR to exhibit decent performances thanks to its carefully optimized code
design.
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Figure 6: Bulk of coppper with 16,384,000,000 atoms of copper generated
with 1600*1600*1600 FCC lattices.

The simulation runs on a cluster of 512 KNL (32, 768 cores) and the
simulation domain is decomposed into 512 subdomains assigned to 512 MPI
processes with 256 threads each (4 hyperthreads per core). Throughout this
simulation, the tree depth Dmax is set to 2, which leads to the best results.

Overall performance numbers are reported in Table 1. The measure-
ments show that ExaSTAMP AMR is 2.61 times faster than LAMMPS and
4.05/3.48 times faster than ExaSTAMP. The bulk configuration with 16.348
billion of atoms can not be generated with LAMMPS due to the limitation of
32-bit integers during the velocity initialization loop, even with the BIGBIG

option.

Software 2.048 x 109 atoms 16.384 x 109 atoms

ExaSTAMP 4.0 x 109 6.5 x 109

ExaSTAMP AMR 16.5 x 109 22.6 x 109

LAMMPS 6.2 x 109 NA

Table 1: Bulk of copper: number of atoms processed per second (Higher is
better).

Figure 7 describes the average time spent during potential computation,
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including updates of ghost areas. The time corresponding to the Verlet lists
is not reported because those lists are only built during the initialization step
because of the atoms moving around their initial position. Similarly, since
the refinement functions are only called during the initialization step, their
duration is negligible and does not appear in Figure 7.

Total Potential Ghost
0

20

40

2,048,000,000 atoms

T
im

e(
s) ExaStamp

AMR

LAMMPS

Total Potential Ghost
0

100

200

16,384,000,000 atoms

Figure 7: Distribution of costs between potential computation and message
exchanges between sub-domains (Lower is better).

Most of the overall simulation time is spent inside the potential kernel.
Although the number of flops computed by each version is identical, the
implementation of LJ in the AMR version gives better results with 3.78 times
faster than LAMMPS and 3.28 times faster than ExaSTAMP. The superiority
of the AMR version on this configuration is mainly due to the avoidance
of costly thread synchronizations thanks to our task-based wave execution
model (see Section 2.2.1). Another reason is the optimization of the L1 cache
by grouping the cells into octrees (cache blocking and Z-curve), which is only
implemented in ExaSTAMP AMR. Regarding the average time consumed in
updating the ghost areas, we observe that our strategy of exchanging cells
of arbitrary size is not costly: the AMR and LAMMPS versions exhibit the
same performance. Note that ExaSTAMP, which uses a MPI + OpenMP
strategy to update ghost areas, is much slower.

Although the AMR version involves a set of techniques and algorithms
specifically designed to deal with highly dynamic and heterogenous simula-
tions, we observe that its implementation is nonetheless efficient on a steady,
uniform and memory-bound test case such as Bulk of Copper.
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3.3. Micro-Jetting using a Lennard Jones potential

The second test case aims at evaluating the behavior of our approach
on a more dynamic and non-uniform test case: the simulation of a system
generating micro-jetting.

The micro-jetting results from the reflection of a strong shock wave on
a surface containing geometrical defects. The micro-jetting involves micro-
scopic processes (break out) that are important to understand and to model
for in hydrodynamics codes, for example in inertial confinement fusion sim-
ulations.

In this test case, the micro-jetting results from a shock on a tin material
of 589, 228, 457 atoms, as illustrated in Figure 8, which shows the position
of atoms after 1, 550, 000 timesteps of ∆t = 1fs computed using a MEAM
potential. In order to make comparisons with LAMMPS, all codes use the
same atom positions at timesteps 1, 550, 000 (by reading the same dump
file) and use a LJ potential instead of the MEAM potential to study the
impact of the non-uniform distribution of atoms. The LJ potential uses
ε = 3.003 x 10−20 J and σ = 2.99 Å for tin with a 10 Å cut-off. The Verlet
radius is set to 1 Å for Verlet lists. The Verlet lists are rebuilt almost every
17 timesteps. In addition, the refinement algorithm is applied to each rebuilt
Verlet lists.

In this test case, a high number of atoms move from one subdomain to
another, increasing the volume of MPI communications. Moreover, in the
AMR version, cells no longer have the same computation weight nor the
same size, which challenges the underlying task scheduling system.

Figure 8: Micro-jetting of 589, 228, 457 atoms of tin obtained with an MEAM
potential after 1, 550, 000 iteration of time (∆t = 1fs).

To obtain reliable performance numbers, we run several times a simulation
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of 2, 000 timesteps of 1fs and the raw numbers are gathered and extracted
every 100 time steps. All of the three simulations use the efficient partitioning
method (Recursive Coordinate Bisection) each 500 timesteps to redistribute
the octrees or cells between the subdomains.

In Figure 9, we can see that ExaSTAMP AMR performs overall 1.38 times
faster than LAMMPS and 3.51 times faster than ExaSTAMP. To further
understand this behavior, we report the amount of time spent in potential
computation, ghost cells exchanges and Verlet lists updates. The average
and maximum (scratched) time of these parts are also presented.
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Figure 9: Time for different sections of each software during the micro-jetting
simulation. For the sake of clarity, times over 200 seconds are reported on
the left and the others on the right. The mean (no stripe) and maximum
(stripes) time of MPI processes are given for LJ potential computation, ghost
update and neighbors update. (Lower is better).

Regarding the potential computation, we observe that AMR method
clearly outperforms both the classical versions of ExaSTAMP and LAMMPS.
We also note that the cost of updating octree cells in our AMR implementa-
tion is very low. As evidenced by the average time to build Verlet lists, the
use of AMR techniques slightly degrades the neighbor search by introducing
additional checks. The leaf cells being bigger than the cells of LAMMPS and
ExaSTAMP, the number of distances checked is indeed higher.

The most expensive phase of the simulation comes from the updating
ghosts cell areas. Unlike the “classic” ExaSTAMP and AMR ExaSTAMP,
LAMMPS does not provide an option to desactivate the overlapping of com-
munications, so it was necessary to find a method to determine the cost of
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communications in this code. To obtain a comparable communication time,
we measure the time of the potential computation that we substract from the
time of the global function in order to obtain the non-overlapped communica-
tion time. LAMMPS and AMR times being very close, we can conclude that
the complexity of the exchanges of ghost octree cells, which heavily relies on
the subdomains shape, does not degrade the overall performance of ExaS-
TAMP AMR. The relative high cost of MPI communications in LAMMPS is
explained by the low overlapping of these communications in the presence of
a low computational potential (LJ). In addition, the AMR version is faster
than ExaSTAMP because the reduction of the number of empty cells greatly
reduces the time spent in the ghost cell query when building MPI messages.
LAMMPS is the fastest regarding this part even if the cost of rebuilding
Verlet lists has to be weighted against the total cost of the simulation, which
remains low even with an inexpensive potential.

The ”Other” section is the sum of the times required to compute and
display logs and to implement load balancing. The AMR method has a
positive impact on the time of the load balancing phase due to the low
number of octrees in comparison with the number of cells.

Overall, this test case shows that ExaSTAMP AMR provides better per-
formances than LAMMPS and confirms the relevance of introducing adaptive
mesh refinement techniques in MD simulations to tackle dynamic and non-
uniform configurations.

Note that our implementation could be further enhanced by allowing
different Dmax to be used across subdomains. Currently, the number of
octrees per subdomain can be highly variable, which can generate some load
imbalance between MPI processes.

3.4. Micro-Jetting using a MEAM potential

We now consider using our approach on a micro-jetting production data
set that requires to use the MEAM potential instead of the low cost LJ
potential. The arithmetical complexity of the MEAM potential is almost 100
times greater than the complexity of the LJ potential: computing MEAM on
a particle involves neighbors of its direct neighbors, and takes the possible
screening of particles into account.

In our test case, the rcut is set to 4.17 Å to reduce the number of interac-
tions. The Verlet radius remains set to 1 Å. As previously stated, LAMMPS
does not provide an analytical MEAM potential and only comes with a tabu-
lated one, whose accuracy does not meet the requirements of the simulation.
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Therefore we only compare the AMR and “classic” versions of ExaSTAMP.
The experimental setup is identical to the one used in previous experiments.
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Figure 10: Time for differents sections of the micro-jetting simulation with
MEAM: Total (without init), MEAM potential computation, ghost udates,
Neighbors update, refinement and coarsening for AMR, dynamic load bal-
ancing and IO. (Lower is better).

Performances achieved by both ExaSTAMP versions are reported in Fig-
ure 10. We can observe that the overall performance of ExaSTAMP AMR is
much higher: AMR is able to process 0.657x109 atoms per second while the
“classic” version of ExaSTAMP is limited to 0.322x109 atom/s. The AMR
version is most notably able to update ghosts more efficiently. Addition-
ally, when the number of octree cells is too small, the AMR version is able
to automatically switch to the traditional parallel strategy, which exploits
inner-cell parallelism. The time spent in load balancing is lower for AMR
because the algorithm has fewer objects to balance: ExaSTAMP has to deal
with 81, 180, 164 cells while AMR only has to cope with 10, 087, 476 octree
cells.

Note that the reconstruction of Verlet lists is more expensive in the AMR
version. However, the difference with the “classic” method remains negligible
and does not impact the overall performance of the code.

Finally, we have successfully used ExaSTAMP AMR to perform a com-
plete simulation of a microjetting composed of 1.3 billion of tin atoms using
MEAM (Figure 11). The simulation took almost 17 days to complete 2 mil-
lions of iterations over 512 KNLs with one post-processing output every 1000
iterations.
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Figure 11: Micro-jetting simulation : the shock, which propagates through
the crystal, causes a phase change. This results in the ejection of a liquid tin
sheet with a discontinuous edge.

4. RELATED WORK

Many research efforts have been devoted to designing efficient MD sim-
ulations on supercomputers. LAMMPS and its associated miniMD mini
application are probably the most widely used software in this domain, and
have already been detailed previously. In the following, we carry on a short
survey of significant MD software.

dl poly 4 [26] brings a package of subroutines, programs and data files,
written in fortran 90 and designed to make MD simulations easier and is
used for production. This software is designed to perform on CPU with
OpenMP and MPI, as well as on GPU. In addition there are no load balancing
algorithms in dl poly 4 to compensate for a bad density distribution.

Gromacs [11] is written in C with intrinsics functions for SIMD instruc-
tions and CUDA for GPU. As LAMMPS, Gromacs contains algorithms for
neighbor search based on Verlet lists. Whereas it is designed for biochemical
molecules like proteins, lipids and nucleic acids that have a lot of bonded
interactions, an all-atom version provides short-range interactions such as
Lennard Jones or Buckingham potentials. To balance the workload between
MPI processes, Gromacs uses [27] the Eighth Shell Method [28].

As miniMD, several simplified versions of complex MD codes have re-
cently been developed to serve as a testbed for various optimizations over
manycore architectures. The CoMD [29] software was designed to study the
dynamical properties of various liquids and solids in the context of the Ex-
MatEx project. The reference implementation of CoMD uses OpenMP, MPI,
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OpenCL, and can use either neighbor lists or cell-lists methods.
A solution used in many other fields is to dynamically and locally adapts

the mesh according to the physical phenomenon. The first adaptive mesh
refinement technique [12, 13] has been introduced for hydrodynamics appli-
cations in order to reduce the computation time by refining the discretized
domain (grid) where the points need to be spaced enough to keep their sta-
bility properties. The refinement criteria are based on the density or on a
Richardson extrapolation [30]. The AMR has been declined for N-body sim-
ulations by recursively subdividing a space into equal cells as long as the
refinement criteria are fullfiled. Bodies are stored in a k-d-tree data layout,
which is a special case of the binary space partitioning (BSP) trees [31]. It
is used to find the nearest neighbors of a body or to improve the collision
detection between two bodies. AMR is currently used in a large amount of
software [14] for various physical problems such as astrophysics with Enzo
[15] or to solve PDEs with BoxLib [32] and Chombo [16]. To the best of our
knowledge, our approach is the first to introduce AMR in molecular dynamics
simulations.

5. CONCLUSION

Performing MD simulations over supercomputers is a major step towards
a better understanding of physics in many scientific fields. In this work,
we propose an efficient MPI, OpenMP and vectorization parallelization us-
ing the advantages of Adaptive Mesh Refinement structures to solve non-
uniform large scale MD simulations by reducing the imbalance inside and
between multicore cluster nodes. The octree-based strategy enables effective
optimizations by reducing the number of empty cells, improving data reuse
by cache blocking, and by using a lock-free task-based algorithm. Our exper-
iments show that our implementation outperforms the LAMMPS state-of-art
implementation by a factor of 1.38 on a micro-jetting and by a factor of 2.61
on a steady scenario.

Future works include auto-tuning to find the optimal maximum depth
tree of octrees per subdomain, so as to reach the best tradeoff between the
amount of parallelism and the efficiency of per-thread code sections. We are
also investigating improvements to our load balancing algorithm to automat-
ically identify the most appropriate triggering points. In order to deal with
simulations with long-range interactions, one solution could be to combine
our AMR structure with the octree-based architecture used by the fast mul-
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tipole method [33]. In addition, a solution, proposed by Agullo et al [34],
included a task-based parallelism with StarPU [35] runtime that matches
with our task-based dependency graph. Finally, we intend to further vali-
date our approach on new highly-dynamic configurations.
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